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This paper is a typological study on the temporality of discourse in relation to tense- aspect-
modality (TAM). Studies on discourse show that interpretation of time reference depends on not 
just TAM marking. Pragmatic information contributed to discourse level may also play a role for 
listeners to interpret time in utterances. They rely on discourse constructed along the narratives to 
interpret reference of time (Kamp & Reyle 1993, Jaszczolt 2009). This paper argues that 
discourse and TAM marking are complementary for interpreting time; they are of negative 
correlation. 

 
Previous studies provided little discourse data that are critical for research on TAM. Languages 
always require context, in order to map described eventualities onto particular situations. Speakers 
need information for context dependent semantic categories, such as tense (Kamp & Reyle 1993; 
Jaszczolt 2009). ‘A sentence’ is a unit which does not show the role discourse could play. The 
current study presents parallel sets of discourse data on Chinese, Yoruba and Somali, basing on the 
same story line  of identical semantic context. Target languages are examined from within the 
scope of verbal morphology, sentences and discourse. 

 
The selected subjects, Chinese, Yoruba and Somali, represent three types: (1) Chinese, tenseless, 
with its time interpreted completely from information contributed by discourse, (2) Yoruba, modal 
prominent, with its time interpreted partially from discourse and partially from TAM marking, and 
(3) Somali, tensed, with its time mainly interpreted from the information marked by tense markers. 

 
Chinese does not have verbal morphology to show tense (Chao 1968, Smith 2008 amongst all). 
Without a time adverb or other aspectual modal markers, a verb is to be interpreted as in the 
present, as in (1). But a time adverb can interfere and change the default interpretation of time, as 
in (2). This paper will show how time adverbs take over orientation of time interpretation. 

 
(1) 

我 有 個 朋友 

1SG have CLS friend ‘I 
have a friend.’ 

(2) 

他 以前 在 學校 當 老師 

3SG before in school be teacher ‘He 
used to be a teacher at school.’ 

 
 
 

Past analyses on the Yoruba TAM data suggest that a TAM marker in Yoruba is usually 
encoded with semantic TAM complex (Anyanwu 2010; Arasayin 1986; Bamgboṣe 1966). 
However, when TAM markings do not provide overt tense or information for sequence of 
eventualities, discourse takes over a role as such. In Yoruba, stative verbs with TAM marking 
is interpreted as in present tense but dynamic verbs without TAM marking is interpreted as in 
the past tense. A time adverb can interfere and change the default interpretation of time, as in 
(5). Overall, TAM marking and discourse are both essential information to the process of 
interpreting time. 
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(3) 
mo ní ọ̀rẹ́ ẹ kan 
1SG have friend one 
‘I have a friend.’ 

(4) 
ó ṣiṣẹ́ ní skúù 
3SG work LOC school 
‘He used at school.’ 

 
(5) 
ní sìnyí, ó ń gba owó oṣù ní ilé-iṣẹ́ ní ojo kini oṣù titun 
LOC present, 3S PROG take money month LOC company LOC day 1st month new 
‘Now, the first day of very month he receives money from his company.’ 

 
Somali stands for all tensed languages. Each sentence provides the information of the event time 
— whether it is before, at or after the utterance time (Lecarme 1995). Even in conditional 
sentences, tense markers on the modal verbs/auxiliaries allocate the event of hypothetical 
situations prior to or following the utterance time. 

 
(6) 
wax-aan leeyah-ay saxiib 
FOC-1SG have-3SG friend ‘I 
have a friend.’ 

(7) 
wux-uu ka shaq-eyu jirey dugsi-ga 
FOC-3SG in work-? Past.HAB school-DEF 
‘He used to work at a school.’ 

 
 

(8) 
had-uu doon-an lah-aa, wey diid-i lah-eyd 
HYP-3SG propose-INF MOD-PRES, 3SF refuse-INF MOD-PERF 
‘If he has proposed again, she will have refused him.’ 

 
Although tense, aspect and modality are universal categories to all languages, this paper further 
argues that the ways of TAM marking of individual languages work as a system of it own, as in 
Chinese, Yoruba and Somali. Speakers interpret time reference and sequence of eventualities 
according to the discourse formed context and/or TAM marking. 
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